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CeCo Tubes Recommended by Hammar- 
lund- Roberts Inc. for the Hi -Q Receiver 

Write for data sheet of the Complete CeCo Line 

C. E. MFG. CO., Inc. 
Providence, R. I. 

Largest Plant in the World Making 
Radio Tubes Exclusively 

Wonderful 
Volume with Clearness 

AMPL -TONE 

$3.00 
Phonograph makers have spent 

years perfecting the acoustic prop- 
erties of their phonographs. Use an 
AMPL -TONE Unit and make a real 
Loud Speaker in an instant or use it 
in your horn and get better results. 

After all, speakers are as good as 
their unit. We make a real unit at a 
real price. Money gladly returned if 
you are not entirely satisfied. 

We make units for other manufac- 
turers. 

The UNION FABRIC CO. 
DERBY, CONN. 

Makers of the Eseellent French AMPL -TONE 
Headset 

Please send me an AMPL -TONE 
Unit for which I enclose $3.00. 

Name 

Address. 

State 

Is This a Clue to Useful 
Atomic Power? 

AN important experiment on the re- 
lation between energy and matter. -an 
experiment which may prove, in fact, 
to be the beginning of the long- expected 
conquest of atomic power -was carried 
out recently in Berlin by two German 
physical chemists, Dr. Fritz Paneth and 
Dr. Kurt Peters.* As yet, the experi- 
ment is the promise of atomic power 
rather than the actuality. Neverthe- 
less, it is agreed by scientists that if this 
experiment is confirmed by repetitions 
which are now being made by Dr. 
Paneth at Cornell University it will 
constitute a significant probability that 
the supply of useful power in the world 
will ultimately be increased from atomic 
sources. 

The experiment itself was simple. Dr. 
Paneth and Dr. Peters pumped a cer- 
tain amount of very pure hydrogen gas 
into a glass container in which was a 
quantity of finely divided palladium. 
Palladium is one of the metals of the 
platinum group. When precipitated 
from its solutions in ways well -known to 
chemists, the palladium is obtained, not 
in its ordinary metallic form, but in the 
form of a very finely divided black 
powder. It has long been known that 
this powdered palladium is able to ab- 
sorb and retain volumes of gases vastly 
greater than its own volume. Hydro- 
gen is absorbed with especial readiness. 
It has been imagined that the gas so 
absorbed is probably condensed in the 
form of thin, but almost solid films on 
the surfaces of the tiny particles of the 
palladium powder. 

In the experiment of Dr. Paneth and 
Dr. Peters all that they did was to leave 
the hydrogen gas in contact with the 
metallic palladium for a time. On then 
pumping out the hydrogen once more 
and testing it with a spectroscope, the 
German scientists discovered the pres- 
ence in the gas of a small amount of 

helium. This had not been there pre- 
viously. 

All of the probable sources of error 
having been watched for or corrected, 
Dr. Paneth and Dr. Peters concluded 
that what happened was a transforma- 
tion of some of the atoms of hydrogen 
into atoms of helium. This transforma- 
tion was induced, they assume, by mere 
contact with the metallic palladium, 
this being an example of the phenom- 
enon of catalysis, the well-known abil- 
ity of certain finely- divided metallic 
powders and other substances to bring 
about chemical or physical changes in 
which the powdered catalyst itself takes 
no part. 

The importance of this particular 
atomic transmutation for the matter of 
atomic power lies in the fact that this 
transformation of hydrogen into helium 

* "On the Transformation of Hydrogen into 
Helium" (In German), by Fritz Paneth and Kurt 
Peters. Die Natur+aissenechaften (Berlin), volume 
14, gagea 956962 (October 22, 1926). 

F. D. Pitts Company 
INCORPORATED 

219A Columbus Ave. 

Boston, Mass., U. S. A. 

>Y 

Merchandising 
Radio 

Since 1919 

4r 

DEALERS - send for large 
and profusely illustrated 
catalog on the products of 
scores of nationally adver- 
tised radio manufacturers. 

Wholesale Exclusively 

"Pioneers in the 
Distribution of Radio" 

SPECIAL 

KH -27 $86.°° 
LC -27 $85.20 

HAMMARLUND -ROBERTS 
$85.00 

SILVER SHIELDED SIX 
$95.00 

Improved Browning Drake 
$65.00 

SARGENT INFRADYNE 
$113.10 

SENIOR POWER PACK 
$65.20 

Intermediate Power Pack 
$47.50 

JUNIOR POWER PACK 
$38.90 

HENRY LYFORD and other popular circuits 

Send Money Order for Immediate Delivery 

Radio Stores 
110 West 42nd Street, New York 

sDowntown Store :: 79 Cortlandt Street . 


